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Market Overview News leaked out during trading hours that HK government would carry out 
a land reform, this stimulated buying interest, especially HK property 
stocks, HSI soared 475pts to 27,159 with HKD89b turnover. China will 
exclude certain US goods on the tariff list, this will ease the trade 
tension. Also, HKEX (388 HK) proposes to merge with London Stock 
Exchange. Good news should help to boost the market further today.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Gas Utilities Sector 
Sector 1H19 net profit was slightly above expectation. Gas utilities plays still see >15% YoY growth in 
retail gas sales. Compared to 10% YoY growth in domestic natural gas consumption in 1H19, gas 
distributors posted 13-23% YoY growth in retail gas sales in general, and expect 15-20% YoY growth in 
FY19 gas sales. Related stocks: Kunlun Energy (135 HK), ENN Energy (2688 HK).  
 
China Infrastructure 
The State Council confirmed measures to speed up the issuance of special government bonds and allocate 
in advance part of 2020’s special government bond quota. Additionally, the funds raised from government 
bonds will be prohibited from use in land reserve and property-related projects. The funding will be used 
in infrastructure investment and accelerate progress of key projects in early 2020.  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

HKEX (388 HK)  
HKEX has confirmed it has made a proposal to the Board of London Stock Exchange to “combine the two 
companies.” The deal values the LSE at about £29.6b. HKEX believes that the two businesses are highly 
complementary and as such, looks forward to working with the relevant authorities to deliver a clear path 
to completion.  
 
Cathay Pacific (293 HK)  
Aug passenger volume fell 11.3% YoY, cargo volume dropped 14% YoY. Management expects situation will 
remain challenging in 4Q19.  
 
Sunny Optical (2382 HK)  
Being the major supplier to Samsung/Huawei, Sunny will benefit from their strategy of aggressive multi-
cam adoption. Samsung/Huawei’s multi-cam penetration is expected to reach 75%/86%, vs. 67% industry 
average.  
 
Kunlun Energy (135 HK) 
Despite relatively muted YoY growth of ~3%, KE’s 1H19 net profit accounted for 49% of 2019 full-year 
forecast. Segmental profits before tax were a mixed bag, with only gas pipeline segment beating 
estimate by ~10% due to better growth of transmission volume.  
 
Lonfor Group (960 HK) 
Market believes the company will benefit from its multi-strategy expansion. Its rental income from 
shopping malls is expected to exceed RMB4.5b and RMB6b in 2019 and 2020, contributing 12% and 13% of 
its core earnings. In addition, property management income could reach RMB6b in 2020, a CAGR of 36% 
from 2018.  
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